DUNESIDE PERCH (p.2,1:50; $160,325) by Cam's Card Shark (p.3,1:50.2). Duneside Perch's oldest foals are four-year-olds in 2014. Sire of 53 in 2:09; 15 in 1:55 including UNLOCKED (p.3,1:50), DUNE IN RED (p.4,1:51.2), SILVER DEVL (p.3,1:52), NOTORIOUSGcardshark (p.3,1:52.3), AILISHA MARIA (p.3,1:52.3), etc. 2014 two-year-olds include DAKOTA ROASTER (p.2,1:57.fh, race timed 1:52.4), DUNESIDE SPLASH (p.2,1:58.fh, GETTER DONE DUNE (p.2,1:58.4h), PERCY'S DREAM (p.2,2:02.1h, FROSTY DUNE (p.2,2:03.1h, UNCLE SI (p.2,2:03.1h)

1st Dam

SNICKERS MINDALE by Life Sign (p.3,1:50.3). Starter at 3 and 4. Dam of 3 of racing age including a 2-year-old. Dam of: Handvermpayday (I Scoot Hanover). Starter at 3; race timed 2:01.4.

2nd Dam

PERSIST (p.2,2:03; 2:00.4f ($4,612) by 2nd Dam

CULTURAL STREET (Illinois Eligible)

GODIVA CHIC

BAY FILLY: Foaled May 29, 2013; Brand 4L154

DUNESIDE PERCH (p.2,1:52; $160,325) by Cam's Card Shark (p.3,1:50.2). Dam of 3 of racing age including a 2-year-old. Dam of:

3rd Dam

GODIVA CHIC by Life Sign (p.3,1:50.3). Starter at 3 and 4. Dam of 3 of racing age including a 2-year-old. Dam of:

4th Dam

GODIVA CHIC

Ingenue (Illinois Eligible)